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Abstract—This letter provides a novel method for doubling
throughput in time division multiple access (TDMA) systems.
Specifically, with pseudo-orthogonal positioning of carrier interferometry pulse shapes, a TDMA system is designed to support
twice as many real symbols in a slot, without increasing bandwidth or slot duration. With regard to performance, the doubling
of throughput comes at the cost of only 1–2 dB performance
degradations at probability of error of 10 2 .
Index Terms—Frequency domain equalization, multicarrier
modulation, pulse shaping, time division multiple access (TDMA).

I. INTRODUCTION

T

IME DIVISION multiple access (TDMA) systems such
as the Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM)
are extremely popular in wireless communication environments worldwide. In [1] and [2], a new implementation of
TDMA, named carrier interferometry/TDMA (CI/TDMA),
is introduced. At the transmitter, each information symbol
modulates a novel pulse shape (the CI pulse shape) created by
the superposition of carriers equally spaced in frequency. In
CI/TDMA receivers, equalizers are replaced by: 1) fast-Fourier
transforms (FFTs) which decompose each pulse shape into its
carrier components and 2) a frequency combiner creating frequency diversity benefits. The CI/TDMA system demonstrates
5–8 dB gains at bit-error-probability of 10 over a TDMA
system employing Gaussian pulse shaping and a decision feedback equalizer [DFE(6,4)]. These performance benefits result
because the proposed frequency domain processing overcomes
the performance degradations experienced by digital matched
filters and equalizers with a limited number of taps [e.g., ten
taps in the case of DFE(6,4)].
In this letter, we demonstrate that we can tradeoff some of
the performance gains achieved in the CI/TDMA system for
increases in throughput. Specifically, we extend the concept of
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pseudo-orthogonality, used with success in CDMA systems, to
increase capacity in CI/TDMA. (For examples of the success
of pseudo-orthogonal codes to increase CDMA capacity, see,
e.g., [3]–[5], where the result of this code design is refered to as
“oversaturation” or “channel overloading”). In [6], the idea of
pseudo-orthogonal codes was first extended to TDMA, where
pseudo-orthogonal information bearing signals were deployed.
Here, gains in throughput (far less than 100%) were provided at
a cost of considerable increases to receiver complexity.
In this work, we propose the extension of the pseudo-orthogonality concept to CI/TDMA where it provides a 100% gain
in capacity with no cost in receiver complexity, bandwidth, or
slot duration, and only a small cost in performance. Specifically,
by positioning the CI pulse shapes pseudo-orthogonally at the
transmitter, the number of real transmitted symbols per slot is
doubled. This intentional introduction of intersymbol interference (ISI) at the transmitter introduces performance degradations at the receiver. With enough new pulse shapes in a burst to
double throughput, the performance of CI/TDMA introduced in
[1] and [2] is degraded by only 1–2 dB at a bit-error-probability
of 10 .
II. PSEUDO-ORTHOGONAL PULSE SHAPING
The CI pulse shape employed in the CI/TDMA transmitter
is created by superpositioning carriers equally spaced in fre, where corresponds to the number of
quency by
is the TDMA slot
symbols per slot, e.g., 148 in GSM, and
time. The CI pulse corresponds to

(1)
is a constant that ensures a pulse
where
energy of unity (over ).
The pulse shape
of (1) may be implemented at low cost
by application of a lookup table (assuming the pulse has been
computed in advance). Alternatively, in the case of a software
defined radio system implementing, e.g., multicarrier code-division multiple-access (MC-CDMA) or orthogonal frequencycan indivision multiplexing (OFDM), the pulse shape
stead be implemented by using the existing inverse fast Fourier
transform (required for OFDM/MC-CDMA transmission). This
makes CI/TDMA well suited for co-existence with, e.g., OFDM
systems, in future software defined radios.
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Of course, there is correlation between an orthogonal set of
pulse shapes with
and the orthogonal set of
pulse
shapes constructed with arbitrary .
We seek to support 2 pulse shapes in one TDMA slot duration, by simultaneously supporting one set of pulse shapes
and another orthogonal set with
. To do this
with
in an optimal fashion, we determine the value of that minimizes the root mean square (rms) cross correlation between the
and the set
set
in the case of real
signaling. Mathematical analysis (see Appendix A) yields an
intutively pleasing result, namely that when positioning the 2
pulse shapes in a slot, each pulse shape should be separated from
(i.e.,
).
the neighboring pulse shapes by duration
This is most easily understood in terms of the transmitter output

Fig. 1.

(4)

N = 10).

CI pulse shape (

Fig. 1 plots the envelope of the pulse shape
over the slot
time (with a delay of “2” introduced for ease in presentation).
As seen in Fig. 1, the CI pulse shape extends over the entire slot
duration (576.6 s in GSM) and not bit duration (3.69 s
in GSM).
To transmit a TDMA burst of symbols, the th symbol in a
is modulated by the CI pulse shape
,
user’s burst
creating the total transmitted signal
(2)
Here,
is assumed to be 1 or 1 supporting both ease in
presentation and assuring real signaling (i.e., BPSK is assumed),
refers to the rectangular function that extends over a slot
,
is the carrier frequency, and
is the total
duration
number of symbols in a slot. It is important to note that the
and
are orthogonal over
time-shifted pulses
if and only if
and
, i.e.,
slot duration

(3)

where represents the complex conjugate.
From (3), it is evident that the CI/TDMA system supports
orthogonal pulse shapes positioned at
. However, it is possible to support additional pulse shapes
in a time slot by positioning the CI pulses pseudo-orthogonally,
,
i.e., selecting and such that
where is some small predetermined value.
pulse shapes
In this letter, we allow the first
to be placed orthogonally, i.e., located at positions
. Now, if we introduce
a fixed delay , i.e., replace each by
, the set of pulse
shapes remain orthogonal to one another. That is, the cross
correlation between the pulse shapes remains zero as long as the
.
difference is

(5)
Notice that 2 symbols have been positioned in the same slot
duration
by separating pulses by duration
rather than
the usual .
III. BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY
A TDMA system using Nyquist root raised cosine pulse
shaping with a rolloff factor has a total radio-frequency (RF)
(where
is
bandwidth
). If a Gaussian pulse shape is
the data rate, i.e.,
employed with
(typical of GSM systems), 99% of
[7].
the power is contained in bandwidth
In CI/TDMA, the transmitted signal is the sum of time-limis a sum of sinusoids
ited sinusoids (see (2), and recall that
and
is a rectangular waveform of duration ). In the frequency domain, each time-limited sinusoid maps to a sinc functh the transmit power (since
tion with 1) a total power of
the transmit power is spread evenly over all carriers) and 2) a
null-to-null bandwidth occupancy of
. Considering 1) the
spectral overlap among the orthogonal carriers (as in OFDM
and MC-CDMA [8], [9]) and 2) the fact that the sidelobes of
each sinc waveform are of extremely low power (since each sinc
th of the transmit energy, e.g., 1/148 of
waveform containes
the transmit energy), it is reasonable to assume (and commonplace in the multicarrier literature to assume) that the spectral
occupancy of a CI/TDMA transmit signal is very well approximated by
(6)
Thus, we see that CI/TDMA systems demonstrate the bandwidth efficiency of a sinc pulse shape. This is not a surprising
result as the CI pulse shape can be perceived as a frequency sampled version of the standard sinc pulse.
Specifically, the CI/TDMA system has a spectral occupancy
, when both are
that is 80% less than that of GMSK
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CI/TDMA receiver structure.

designed to support identical data rates. When compared to sys(with the
tems employing raised cosine pulse shapes with
same data rate), the CI/TDMA system occupies only one half of
. Furthermore, when we consider the pseudo-orthogonal
pulse shapes of Section II for doubling the data rate (without in), the bandwidth efficiency gains (measured in
creasing
b/s/Hz) in CI/TDMA are in the order of 260%, 300%, and 100%
), a raised cosine pulse (with
relative to GMSK (with
) and a sinc pulse, respectively.
IV. RECEIVER STRUCTURE
A multipath fading channel is assumed. In traditional TDMA
systems, multipath components create intersymbol interference
(ISI) and time-based processing, namely equalizer or MLSE receiver structures, are deployed to combat this interference in the
time domain. However, considering the transmit signal of (5), it
is evident that this signal is a multicarrier signal, and, as such, receivers can be constructed in the frequency domain, in a manner
consistent with traditional OFDM [8] or MC-CDMA [10] reception. Since we want to support frequency domain receivers, the
multipath effect in the time domain is mapped to a frequency
selectivity in the frequency domain. (This is consistent with existing literature on multicarrier transmissions, e.g., OFDM [8]
and MC-CDMA [10]). Here, while frequency selectivity exists
over the entire TDMA transmit bandwidth, it is reasonable to assume that each of the individual carriers making up the transmit
signal experience a unique flat fade (a direct consequence of a
large value). In other words, typical of a multicarrier system,
the carriers resolve the frequency selectivity, leading to the received signal of the form

(7)
carrier of the
where is the gain, the phase offset in the
is additive
CI pulse shape (due to the channel fade), and
white Gaussian noise (AWGN). There is a correlation between
and
where the degree of correlation is
subcarrier fades

provided in [11]. These fades are generated using the algorithm
in [12]. It is the uniqueness of the fade and phase offset per
carrier that makes the channel a multipath channel (frequency
selective). That is, as a result of unique values of fade gain
and phase offset (per carrier), the orthogonality between pulse
shapes is destroyed. [It is also important to note that the authors
assume a guard time between TDMA bursts, typical of TDMA
systems such as GSM. These guard times are normally of sufficient length to ensure no ISI between bursts (i.e., the guard
time in CI/TDMA acts much the same way as a cyclic prefix in
OFDM. To perfectly emulate the effect of a cyclic prefix, a short
signal transmission may be permitted in the guard interval). The
presence of such a guard time is implicitly assumed when presenting (7).]
Fig. 2 illustrates the CI/TDMA receiver’s detection of the th
symbol. Here, the th symbol residing on the CI pulse shape,
, is separated into its
component frequencies
(implementable via an FFT). This results in a decision vector
where
is the th carrier component and corresponds to

(8)
is
Here, the second term represents ISI and the third term
.
a Gaussian random variable with mean 0 and variance
Next, the receiver implements a combining across the vector
components using minimum mean square error combining
(MMSEC) to minimize ISI and optimize frequency diversity
benefits. The MMSEC has been shown to be both 1) far
superior to other commonly used combining strategies (e.g.,
orthogonality restoration combining, equal gain combining)
[9] and 2) a very close approximation to the truly optimal maximum likelihood (ML) combining strategy [13]. Employing
MMSEC leads to the decision statistic (see Appendix B)

(9)
A hard decision device provides the final output

.
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Fig. 3. BER comparison in HT channel.

is (approximately speaking) very close to that of the proposed
frequency-based receiver employing MMSEC.
The dotted line marked with circles represents the perfororthogonal
mance of the CI/TDMA system with
pulses shown in [1] and [2]. This CI/TDMA system was designed to support the GSM bit rate of 270.8 kb/s and occupies
kHz (see Section III). The
a bandwidth of
dashed line marked with stars demonstrates the performance
of the CI/TDMA system with double throughput (296 symbols per burst) via pseudo-orthogonal positioning (bandwidth
occupancy remains 270.8 kHz and slot duration is unchanged).
symbols per
Relative to the CI/TDMA system with
burst, the novel CI/TDMA architecture demonstrates degradations of 1–2 dB, resulting from the ISI introduced at the transmitter side. This performance degradation is small when compared to the doubling in throughput. Moreover, with 296 b/slot,
the CI/TDMA system achieves close to 6.5 dB gain relative to
GSM with Gaussian pulse shaping and a DFE(6,4) receiver at
BER of 10 in a HT channel. In the TU channel, gains in the
order of 4 dB are achieved at probability of errors in the order
of 10 . These results were obtained with no increase in bandor burst duration.
width
VI. CONCLUSION

Fig. 4. BER comparison in TU channel.

V. PERFORMANCE RESULTS
Figs. 3 and 4 present bit-error probability (BER) versus SNR
performance curves for a BPSK TDMA system operating over
the hilly terrain (HT) (rms delay spread of 5.03 s) and typical urban (TU) (rms delay spread of 1.06 s) channels [15],
respectively. We assume the channel is slowly fading and is constant over one frame interval (i.e., Doppler spread is negligible
[14]). We also assume perfect knowledge of the channel fade
parameters and ideal noise power estimate (available via appropriate training/tracking schemes) and the performance results
we present do not include channel coding gains.
The solid line represents a benchmark GSM system with
symbols per burst employing Gaussian pulse shaping
with a DFE(6,4) receiver [16]. Our reasons for selecting
the particular benchmark for comparison are two-fold: 1)
the DFE equalizer structure has been shown to demonstrate
performances very close to that of the optimal MLSE with its
Viterbi decoder [16] and 2) the complexity of a DFE receiver

In this letter, we proposed a CI/TDMA system employing
real signaling supporting twice the throughput of traditional
TDMA systems without increasing burst duration or bandwidth,
by positioning CI pulse shapes pseudo-orthogonally in time
. Using a receiver that employs suitable
at positions
combining techniques the system loses only 1–2 dB relative
to CI/TDMA with orthogonal pulse positioning (and half the
throughput). In summary, by application of the pseudo-orthogonality concept that has found widespread use in CDMA, TDMA
systems with real signaling can now benefit from significant
gains in throughput. Future work involves the extension of this
concept to higher-order/complex constellations such as QPSK
and QAM.
APPENDIX A
MINIMIZING RMS CORRELATION
refer to the cross correlation between the th
Let
) and the
pulse shape in orthogonal set 1 (constructed with
th pulse shape in orthogonal set 2 (constructed with
).
Also let

(10)
represent the rms cross correlation that exists between pulse
shapes in set 1 and set 2 (a measure of the amount of intersymbol-interference). We seek to find the value for that min. Now, it is easily shown that
imizes

(11)
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Furthermore, assuming real signaling, e.g., BPSK transmission,
only the real part of the cross correlation determines the amount
of interference and, hence
(12)
It is also easy to show that
(13)
That is, the total cross correlation between the th pulse shape
in orthogonal set 2 and all the pulse shapes in set 1 is identical to
th pulse shape in orthogthe cross-correlation between the
onal set 2 and all the pulse shapes in set 1. Using (13), we can
rewrite (10) as

(14)
and using (12), this becomes

(15)

We now determine the selection of for set 2 that minimizes the
, between the two sets of pulse shapes. To
rms correlation,
do this, we select
(16)

(19)
When
,
we have
and,
therefore, from (17),
.
Seeking to determine which are maxima and which are
minima, we calculate the second order partial derivative at
and determine
when

(17)

when

where

(20)

Hence,

corresponds to a maxima and
provides minima. Selecting
, we
as our minima. Using
choose
leads to the final result
(18)

(21)

Now
APPENDIX B
CALCULATING MINIMUM MEAN SQUARED
ERROR COMBINING WEIGHTS
The minimum mean square error combining method approximates the transmitted symbol from the -length vector, ,
by the linear sum
(22)
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Based on the MMSE criterion, the weights
are selected to
ensure that the estimation error is orthogonal to all the baseband
components of the received subcarriers [17]. That is
(23)
The solution to (23) as obtained from Weiner filter theory corresponds to [18]
(24)
where
,
and
denotes the expected value. The operation of (24), when applied
in CI/TDMA with BPSK modulation, yields
to the
(25)
(26)
Substituting (25) and (26) in (24), we obtain the weights for
MMSEC
(27)
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